Global warming potential impact of bioenergy systems
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Abstract

Reducing dependence on fossil fuels and mitigation of GHG emissions is a main focus in the energy strategy of many Countries. In the case of Denmark, for instance, the long-term target of the energy policy is to reach 100% renewable energy system. This can be achieved by drastic reduction of the energy demand, optimization of production/distribution and substitution of fossil fuels with biomasses. However, a large increase in biomass consumption will finally induce conversion of arable and currently cultivated land into fields dedicated to energy crops production determining significant environmental consequences related to land use changes. In this study the global warming potential impact associated with six alternative bioenergy systems based on willow and Miscanthus was assessed by means of life-cycle assessment. The results showed that bioenergy production may generate higher global warming impacts than the reference fossil fuel system, when the impacts from indirect land use changes are accounted for. In a life-cycle perspective, only highly-efficient co-firing with fossil fuel achieved a (modest) GHG emission reduction.

1. Introduction

The long-term target of the energy policy in Denmark is to achieve a 100% renewable energy system by 2050 [1]. Several studies have been conducted to optimize such a system, and these all underlined the need for a biomass potential of about 30% to 50% of the overall primary energy demand [1-5]. The principal reason why biomass is needed into the energy system lie in the fact that it is storable and can therefore be used for balancing the fluctuating energy production from wind and solar power [1,3,5,6].

However, biomass is not unlimited in supply, and its production involves considerable environmental costs. These are mostly related to land use changes (LUC) [7], i.e. the conversion of land from one use (e.g. forest, grassland or food/feed crop cultivation) to another use (e.g. energy crop cultivation). LUCs are typically divided into direct (dLUC) and indirect (iLUC). The iLUC refers to the market forces-driven land use changes occurring as a reaction to food (or feed) displacement on the food (or feed) market [8,9]. Instead, the dLUC represents the change in the land use allocation of a given region that caused this displacement to occur in the first place.

The production of perennial energy crops (e.g. Miscanthus, willow, perennial ryegrass, poplar, etc.) in place of annual crops (e.g. maize, barley, etc.) minimizes the global warming dLUC impact thanks to the higher yield (and thus C uptake from the atmosphere) which also determines a beneficial increase of the soil organic carbon stock (SOC). Furthermore, requirement of fertilizers for these crops is low [10] leading to lower eutrophication impacts [11]. For these reasons, this study focuses only on perennials.

The goal of this study was thus to assess the global warming potential impacts associated with the production of bioenergy (heat and electricity) from 1 hectare (ha) of Danish arable land cultivated with willow and Miscanthus, considering three different biomass-to-energy (BtE) technologies: i) anaerobic mono-digestion, ii) combustion in small-to-medium scale biomass combined heat and power (CHP) plants and iii) co-firing in large scale coal-fired CHP plants.

2. Methodology: goal, scope, functional unit and impact assessment method

The global warming potential assessment was evaluated by consequential LCA [12,13]. The term consequential refers to the fact that in the LCA the system boundary is expanded to include all consequences arising from the changes induced by the technological scenarios evaluated as compared to the reference fossil fuel scenario where the land was used for food/feed cultivation [14]. The functional unit of the study was 1 ha of Danish agricultural land. The geographical scope was Denmark (including the legislative context (e.g. for fertilization)). The temporal scope was 20 years.
The impact assessment was carried out according to the Danish EDIP 2003 method [15,16]. Foreground LCA data essentially included Danish-specific data. Background (i.e. generic) LCA data were based on the Ecoinvent v.2.2 database. The assessment was facilitated with the LCA software SimaPro 7.3.2 [17].

The scenarios assessed considered two perennial crops (Miscanthus and willow) and three energy conversion technologies (anaerobic digestion, combustion in small-to-medium scale biomass CHP plants and co-firing in large scale coal-fired CHP plants). A total of 6 scenarios have therefore been assessed. An overview of the system modeled as well as the boundary conditions for the case of anaerobic mono-digestion is presented in Figure 1. For the other scenarios (combustion and co-firing) the LCA system modeled is the same except for fertilizers substitution and use on land which are not of concern.

For all BtE technologies, the energy produced was assumed converted to electricity and heat, thereby substituting the production of marginal heat and power. In the present study, the marginal electricity source was assumed to be from coal-fired power plants, and the marginal heat from natural gas based domestic boiler.

As illustrated in Figure 1, the digestate produced from anaerobic digestion was used as a fertilizer (for N, P, and K), which avoided marginal mineral N, P and K fertilizers to be produced and used, based on the content of N, P and K of the digestate. The marginal N, P and K fertilizers considered were calcium ammonium nitrate, diammonium phosphate and potassium chloride, respectively, conformingly with [11,14].

The treatment of bottom and fly ash as well waste water from the BtE conversion plants was disregarded as previous studies pointed out that such processes generally lead to negligible impacts as compared to the others (e.g. iLUC) involved in the bioenergy chain. Similarly, transportation and capital goods were not included in the assessment.

It was assumed that the land needed to grow the energy crops was (arable) Danish land. As a consequence, one marginal crop cultivated today was assumed displaced. This was assumed spring barley, based on [18-20]. The dLUC consequences have been calculated as the difference in cultivating the selected energy crops instead of spring barley (Figure 1). The environmental impacts from spring barley were based on [11]. Based on recent studies [9,21,22], such a replacement will cause a relative increase in agricultural prices, leading finally to increase the production elsewhere. As in recent iLUC studies [8,23,24], this LCA included the (global warming) impacts of the conversion of ‘new land’ only. In the present, the results of [21] for Denmark have been used as a proxy to estimate the quantity of land which was converted and the corresponding biomes types. To estimate the CO₂ impact of land conversion, the soil and vegetation carbon data published in [25] have been used, as well as the methodology published in [9].

3. Life-cycle inventory

3.1 Crops inventory

The life cycle inventory of all crops was based on a recently published Danish consequential life cycle inventory [11]. This included all processes occurring during the cultivation stage (up to harvest). A sandy loam soil has been considered for all crops with precipitations of 964 mm y⁻¹. For all crops, the fertilization operations were performed in conformity with Danish regulations [26,27] which require an upper ceiling for the amount of N to be applied on the field. The N demand of the crops is considered to be fulfilled by 50% animal manure and 50% mineral fertilizers, except for willow, which can only be fertilized with whether 100% slurry (harvest years) or 100% mineral fertilizers (other years), since slurry spreading is only possible in harvest years under Danish conditions. The mineral fertilizers considered are the marginal ones, as earlier described. Further details are available in [11].

3.2 BtE technologies: anaerobic mono-digestion, combustion and co-firing

Follows a brief overview of the BtE conversion technologies modeled in the LCA

With respect to anaerobic mono-digestion, a generic mesophile digestion plant was modeled, where the energy crops were assumed digested without any co-substrates. It was assumed that the required amount of nitrogen and phosphorous (as well as other indispensable micronutrients) was added to the process in order to reach the optimal proportion of C, N and P in the mix (e.g. for C/N this was 16-20). The consumption of N and P was accounted for in the LCA. The consumption of other micronutrients needed was not accounted for. For Miscanthus and willow, the data for methane yield (300 Nm³ t⁻¹VS) were based on [28]. Emissions of biogenic CO₂ were estimated as a function of the biogenic CH₄ releases, based on the methodology described by [29]. Based on this, the ratio CH₄/CO₂ was found to correspond to 0.6 for willow and 0.5 for Miscanthus. The consumption of electricity and heat to operate the biogas plant was assumed equal to 40 kWh t⁻¹DM and 0.6 GJ t⁻¹DM, respectively, based on [32]. Therefore, the overall thermal energy required to maintain mesophile conditions in the reactors varied between 70 and 84 GJ ha⁻¹, depending on the crop. The fugitive emission of methane was estimated to 1% of the methane produced, based on recent LCA studies (among others: [14]). The biogas generated from anaerobic digestion used in a gas engine with an average electrical efficiency of 38%, based on [30]. The total energy efficiency was set to 90%, thus raising heat recovery efficiency to 52%. The total energy efficiency was based on [31].

For direct biomass combustion, a generic small-to-medium scale (3-90 MW of net power output) biomass CHP plant was modeled based on a number of reviewed biomass CHP plants established essentially in Denmark. The average net electricity
efficiency of Danish biomass CHP plants was assumed 27%. The consumption of resources and materials to operate the plant was based on [32].

Co-firing of the crops was modeled as direct co-firing with pulverized coal, assuming a large-scale CHP power plant. The differences between direct combustion and co-firing regarded the pretreatment of the biomass and the energy efficiency of the process. The net electrical efficiency was set to 38%, based on an existing co-firing plant [33]. For the three technologies considered, the air emissions (other than CO₂) were based on [34].
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**Fig. 1. LCA flow chart for the case of anaerobic mono-digestion.**

### 3.3 Others: pre-treatments and use on land

Prior to anaerobic digestion a steam pre-treatment was needed in order to process lignocelluloses-rich crop such as willow and *Miscanthus* and increase their biodegradability. The pre-treatment was modeled according to [28]. Prior to combustion and co-firing willow (water content at harvest 50%) was assumed to be dried (to 85% DM) and stored with overall DM losses of 5% [35]. *Miscanthus* (DM 90% at spring harvest) was assumed stored indoor with total DM losses of 5% [36]. The corresponding CO₂ emissions were calculated based on the assumption that the carbon was aerobically degraded to CO₂ proportionally to the content in the dry matter (i.e. C loss (kg) = DM loss (kg) x C content (%)). Co-firing also required a pre-treatment of pelletization and subsequent milling of the crops (i.e. pulverization).

The digestate from anaerobic digestion was assumed to substitute for N, P and K mineral fertilizers. The substitution was modeled as described in [14], for a pig farm. The direct emission of N₂O were calculated equal to 1.5% of the N applied with the digestate based the average value of the range provided by the IPCC approach [37] for application on land of digestate; the emission of NH₃ was calculated equal to 11% as average of a range of values suggested by [38-41]. The indirect N₂O emissions were quantified based on IPCC [37]. The share of the applied C that is emitted as CO₂ was based on the findings of [41]. Based on this, it was assumed that 74% of the C applied was emitted within 20 years.
4. Results and Discussion

The global warming potential associated with the six bioenergy scenarios assessed is shown in Figure 2. The Figure shows the impact associated with the assessed bioenergy scenario and the impact corresponding to the reference fossil fuel scenario (absolute results). Therefore, the assessed bioenergy scenario is beneficial (GHG-wise) compared to the reference only if the relative column is lower (i.e. savings are achieved) than the corresponding reference column.

From Figure 2 it is evident that only co-firing of willow achieved (modest) global warming savings compared to the fossil fuel reference. The higher performance of this technology (compared to the alternatives) was mostly related to the higher electricity efficiency. However, these savings were negligible compared to any previous study on bioenergy systems. The reason for that lies on the fact that this LCA accounted for iLUC impacts which magnitude dramatically affected the overall results. The iLUC was quantified as 309 t CO₂-eq. ha⁻¹ based on the approach earlier described.

All in all, anaerobic mono-digestion was the least desirable option global warming-wise. In fact, in addition to the lower energy production (caused by the low biodegradability of the crops) as compared to combustion and co-firing, use on land of the digestate was also an important source of C-emissions; this was again a direct consequence of the lower biodegradability of these crops which finally implied a large share of the input carbon to be applied on land (and further released to the atmosphere) after energy conversion. Application on land of the digestate may in fact save mineral fertilizer use and production; however, the non-converted carbon applied on land is mostly released to the atmosphere and it therefore does not represent a relevant sink of carbon with respect to global warming.
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**Fig 2.** Global warming potential of the assessed scenarios. AMD: anaerobic mono-digestion; COM: combustion; COF: co-firing; REF AMD: reference scenario of AMD; REF COM: reference scenario of COM; REF COF: reference scenario of COF.

5. Conclusion

A number of bioenergy scenarios based on willow and *Miscanthus* were assessed by LCA. The results indicated that only highly-efficient co-firing may lead to (though modest) GHG savings compared to the reference fossil fuel system. However, the magnitude of these savings was modest and the overall savings achieved negligible as compared to the values reported by any previous study on bioenergy. The reason of this lies in the fact that most previous studies on bioenergy systems did not account for iLUC which were instead quantified in the present.
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